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Combating Contraband  
Cell Phone Use In Prisons  

  
APPLYING THE BEST SOLUTIONS AT THE LOWEST COST 

 
PROPER TRAINING AS AN AFFORDABLE AND EFFECTIVE TOOL TO ASSIST IN COMBATING  ILLEGAL PHONE USE  

IN ALL LEVELS OF CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES  

 

For the most part within the correctional industry, the availability of funding resources drive the level of 
prevention or protection incorporated into a security solution.  The correctional industry is continually 
searching for solutions to problems that provide our facilities the highest level of security at the lowest 
cost.   

The old saying, “more bang for the buck” should apply.  There are many questions that should be asked 
before purchasing and deploying a solution.  Here are a few examples of the questions: What is the 
expected return or result for the investment? Are there any 100% solutions? If not, what percentage of 
the problem will be remaining? Does the solution require special training or conditions to be most 
effective? Has the solution been tested in a correctional environment and can inmates find ways to 
compromise it?  Are there any health concerns with this solution? What is the effective detection range? 
What is the false alarm rate in various conditions? What is the mean time between failures (MTBF) rate? 
Is this solution cost effective enough to be implemented at all prison security levels? There are many 
other considerations, but just asking these questions would certainly be beneficial to any project. 

Just having a state-of-the art security system, regardless of price is not necessarily a panacea.  Failure to 
fully understand how a new technology can best be used in various deployments can render a 
technology virtually useless.  Another showstopper is not realizing how privacy issues or interference 
with public services can become legal issues. This has been proven throughout history and recently 
within one of the world’s largest security agencies, TSA.  The Transportation Security Administration 
will remove 174 full-body scanners from airport security checkpoints, ending a $40 million contract for 
the machines, which caused an uproar because they revealed spectral naked forms of passengers. It is 
estimated that when TSA training and the cost of replacement machines are factored in, the cost will 
run to “hundreds of millions of dollars.” 

The correctional industry only wishes that there were hundreds of millions of dollars available to combat 
the contraband cell phone problem. Instead, it is left up to each agency to find ways to deal with this 
escalating problem.  A problem that will eventually be the source of a violent event that will give the 
journalist of the world an opportunity to write opinionated articles about the way correctional agencies 
manage their facilities.  

The correctional environment can be very hostile and can challenge the skills of even the most seasoned 
correctional workers.  Without regular training on new technologies and also on techniques that 
inmates use to beat the system, we cannot expect correctional workers to be ahead of the problem.  It 
may be as simple as demonstrating how inmates transport cell phones, SIM cards, chargers and SD cards 
across the compound.  Or, the most likely places that contraband is hidden, and the vulnerabilities of 
each facility.   
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Inmates are very creative and take full advantage of the fact that we cannot be everywhere or see 
everything that they are up to.  For example, most correctional facilities use a simple FM transmitter to 
broadcast TV audio silently to a preset FM station.  These simple FM transmitters are also the same 
technology used to make a covert audio bugging device.  The only thing missing is a miniature 
microphone which is abundantly available throughout correctional facilities.  These FM transmitters are 
not normally inventoried or accounted for.  So how would you know if one is missing? However, if 
properly trained, a correctional worker would have the situational awareness to know that these devices 
could easily be used to covertly listen to confidential conversations.   

Another example is would be how contraband cell phones are being used to enhance inmate early 
warning awareness of staff activities and when rounds are being made.  This puts staff at a bigger 
disadvantage, heightens the occupational risk and can impede a response to an emergency situation.   

Training can discipline staff to have better situational awareness of their environment and to have a full 
understanding of cellular technology and capabilities.    

The contraband cell phone problem has opened the door to a multitude of vendors with various 
options.  These options include jamming, spoofing, denial of service, managed access, direction-finding, 
scanners, hand-held frequency detectors, voice recognition, non-linear junction detectors, picocells, 
femtocells, forensics and even link analysis software.  It has been documented that each of these 
solutions has one or more shortcomings, such as  (1) equipment is not covert; inmates see staff coming 
with portable sensors and shut off the phones; ( 2) many systems do not detect all cell phone 
frequencies and protocols or those which are designed for the European market with a single protocol; 
(3) very short detection distance;  (4) direction finding systems are ineffective and confused due to the 
large amount of metal (doors, rebar, etc.) in the hardened construction of prisons reflecting multiple-
paths RF signals; (5) systems are too sophisticated and/or expensive for daily operations by non-
technical staff;  (6) some systems detect or interfere with cell phones outside the secure perimeter of a 
prison, such as on a public street or visitor parking lot; (7) many systems designed for the military and 
law enforcement have a wide variety of expensive features that go beyond most of the requirements of 
the correctional community and/or require legal authority to operate (these include voice monitoring 
and collecting cell phone identifying information); and (8) many systems are impractical when trying to 
protect the indoors and outdoors of a prison compound with  large acreage and dozens of buildings.    

The best method to optimize correctional security is to make available enhanced, low cost security 
measures that provide the most effective solutions at the lowest possible cost. At Teel Technologies we 
are committed to working with all available resources to find the best, lowest cost and most effective 
solutions for correctional industry.  

Sterling Bryan       Sterling.Bryan@TeelTech.com 
Office: 202-903-0164     www.TeelTech.com  
Office: 202-903-0166      Info@TeelTech.com  
Cell: 202-999-0134 
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